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Three-dimensional (3D) modeling of geospatial data helps analysts view

spatial data in perspectives that cannot be represented in two dimensions

(2D). In recent years, hardware and software developments have pushed

the growth of 3D GIS. Urban mapping can take advantage of 3D GIS

because of its three dimensional dynamics such as vertical infrastructures,

building heights and volumes, road layouts, and terrain heights. These are

challenging aspects of traditional 2D mapping.

The purpose of this project is to design an efficient 3D model of the

California State University Long Beach (CSULB) campus for both general

audiences and the CSULB Facilities Management Department. Specifically,

the project aims to create a campus 3D model based on existing

geospatial datasets of the campus that can be easily maintained and

operated by the organization.

Based on initial experiments, 3D modeling approach based on CGA scripts

displayed interesting results. It achieved the goal of retaining attribute

values from the geodatabase without a compromise. The other

achievements of utilizing CGA scripts were fast rendering speed and

retaining of the minimum storage size of the 3D models.

On-the-fly script modifications were possible; changes were instantly

applied once the file was saved and the scene viewer was refreshed. The

3D model based on a CGA worked best when the structure had repetitive

façade patterns. Instead of re-designing every window, door, other

structure wall’s element, scripted codes made it possible to generate and

render the repetitive and consistent patterns of the building.

The scripted approach was simpler than traditional 3D geometric

modifications. When changes were necessary, the dimension values,

images, and grammar codes were modified to reflect the changes. The

CGA scripts were saved independently as text formats, therefore instant

updates, removal of unnecessary scripts, and on-the-fly modifications were

possible anytime.

The rendered models were saved in the CityEngine Web Scene (3ws)

format, a web-optimized format to share data through ArcGIS Online so

that it can be viewed with the CityEngine web viewer. The web scene

utilized WebGL, the web graphic library based on a JavaScript API to

render 3D and 2D graphics. The result of the project delivered 14 textured

facilities and 20 vertically-extruded facilities based on CGA scripts. Total

size of the web scene was only 3.94MB. It is expected to grow larger once

more CGA scripts are embedded to render the models (figures 4 and 5).
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The main aim of this project is to implement a 3D model on an existing

spatial database to assess the long-term feasibility of the database

maintenance. The CSULB geodatabase is an on-going project within the

geography and facility management departments.

The geodatabase is at the initial stage where buildings, roads, pedestrian

sidewalks, and green space polygons are extracted from a high-resolution

image. Photos of the campus building façades, doors, and windows were

personally captured for 3D object and rendering references.

The existing campus footprint, high-resolution campus orthophoto, and

digital terrain model (DTM) were provided by the CSULB Geography

Department to initiate the project.

The structures were built on top of an elevated surface to display the

dynamic height ranges of the campus and to improve the detail of the

geometric representations.

There are many 3D methodologies available in GIS, therefore selecting the

most sustainable approach is critical for the future success of the

department’s project. The efficiency, interoperability, and level of detail

must be considered for 3D. Implementation of the procedural script to

render the 3D model was successful as it fully embodied the existing

geospatial data’s geometry and tabular information.

I believe functional models are important, as GIS technicians place higher

value in analytical aspects to find answers and improve the existing

conditions. I hope that the scripting-based 3D would find its potential use

for the facilities management at CSULB as it showed flexible integrating

capability to the existing spatial dataset of the campus.

Figure 5. Published 3D models in ArcGIS Online’s 3D web scene Interface

Figure 2. Designed CGA scripts for the McIntosh Building, CSULB campus
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Figure 1. Campus map; structures are highlighted in yellow for the project

The project relied on CityEngine, a geospatial 3D modeling software from

Esri. CityEngine’s code-based scripts and 3D object implementations were

used to develop 3D models of the campus. The success of the project

depended on the utilization of hierarchical rules and modular-level

parameters to compose 3D objects.

A CGA rule file consists of several rules that define how the actual building

geometry is created. A CGA rule file is assigned to a shape. In general,

the script starts with defining structure height, floor height, wall dimension,

default color, and file system links to 3D objects and images.

After defining the set of values, the operation rules are generated to

extrude structures in three dimensions. Each ‘wall’ of the building can be

individually written to implement patterns of window size, interval, and

façades that can represent the building in realistic ways.

The script can be previewed and edited simultaneously while it is applied

to the shape. The procedures of rules are displayed below with the

McIntosh Building used as an example (figure 2).

Table 1. List of data and data sources used in the project

The advantage of CGA grammar is its ability to generate a variety of

objects. By modifying different parameters or assigning random

parameters in rule, the mass modeling of objects with different visuals is

possible. This procedural grammar is described as a waterfall procedure

where all object elements are connected in the development process. The

hierarchical structure is suited for traditional, repetitive-pattern building

designs than modern designs.

CityEngine’s CGA scripts help to generate textured building façades and

volumes. Scripting structures with repetitive patterns make it easier for the

developer as every script is are broken down to a modular-level. When a

building gets renovated or modified, CGA can adjust the values and

pattern rules to apply the changes. No matter how much the structure’s

spatial geometries change, the scripting method would save the developer

time in the long-run, as the process is separated from the founding spatial

dataset. Scripts can be archived as they hold the information of the

building characteristics. Archiving those scripts helps users to track changes

and assess the improvements.

CityEngine is not without limitation. The script is designed to generate a

structure from square or rectangular geometry as a developer can only

define 4-sides of the structure - front, back, right, and left. If a structure’s

single side has multiple faces, then the software automatically repeats the

rules that are already defined for that side face, and it cannot implement

additional rules. This means that multiple faces on one-side will have

exactly same patterns and symbols defined despite being different.

Applying the python scripting to define multiple rules for a single side are

being explored to overcome the process (figure 6).

The project started on January 26, 2015. The initial result was delivered in

May 2015. Developing the working CGA script was the main focus to

validate the interoperability with the existing spatial database (figure3).

Data set Description Source

CSULB BaseMap
Building, greenspace, road, pedestrian road 

polygons

Geography 

Department of CSULB
LARIAC Image 4 inch resolution image of the CSULB campus

Digital Terrain 
Model

Digital Terrain Model of the campus

Campus Photos
Shot of building façade, greenspace, road, and other 

structures within the campus
Personal Collection

Methodology

Figure 4. CityEngine view of the in-development Campus Model Figure 6. View of the multi-faced PH-1 Building in CSULB. 
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Figure 3. Project timeline


